Forum:Pheromone Reviews - Real People - Real Reviews Real Pheromones
Thread: TAC alternatives: XSR 76 &amp; 77 from PXS
DevilJin - September 25, 2018, 10:37 pm

Iâ€™ve been using TAC for years now, but the recent price hike at AD has completely put me off.
Iâ€™ve been sent two yet to be released molecules XSR 76 and 77 by Steve, which Iâ€™ll be
testing out once a week over the next few weeks. Iâ€™ll report back here over the next few weeks
and months about the results. These two are supposedly similar to TAC according to Steve.
nephil - September 26, 2018, 4:10 pm

(09-25-2018 5:37 PM)DevilJin Wrote: &nbsp;Iâ€™ve been using TAC for years now, but the recent
price hike at AD has completely put me off. Iâ€™ve been sent two yet to be released molecules
XSR 76 and 77 by Steve, which Iâ€™ll be testing out once a week over the next few weeks. Iâ€™ll
report back here over the next few weeks and months about the results. These two are supposedly
similar to TAC according to Steve.
Eagerly awaiting your reports. Looks like TAC is sold out atm.
DevilJin - September 30, 2018, 8:56 pm

Test 1
Dosage: 4 drops of AV, 4 drops of BW and 25mcg of XSR 77, spiked with around 2mcg of P83.
My thinking behind using the AV and BW is the high none content, that seems to always work on
my gf, sheâ€™s mid twenties. P83 there to help her let go even easier. Sheâ€™s a squirter so this
stops her holding back.
Location: bed room
Result: She orgasmed even easier than she has on TAC and just as often and long lasting as TAC.
So after the first test, the signs are good. Will be running it weekly over a very long period and will
continue updating here.
Have never used New Pheromone Additive before, so hoping to order that soon and to use that
with XSR 76 either next week or the week after.
GoergeFocky - October 10, 2018, 10:58 am

At the shop they carry XSR115 with descripton: "A bit like Molecule C...".
That Research molecule policy with conflicting names, info, codes and so forth really sucks
DevilJin - October 12, 2018, 11:39 am

Test 2
Dosage: 4 drops of AV, 4 drops of BW and 25 mcg of XSR 76, spiked with around 2mcg of P83.
Wanted to keep everything else the same apart from just changing XSR 76 instead of 77
Location: bed room

Result: Results even better than with XSR 77. Donâ€™t think shes ever squirted as much as she
did this time.
This stuff may not exactly be TAC but itâ€™s having effects just as good, if not better.
Next week I will be replacing the AV and BW with New Pheromone Additive two drops.
Once Androtics Labs launches, I might pick up a bottle of TAC from them to do a direct comparison.
The current one I have from them is only in 2.5mcg per spray and itâ€™s pretty much all gone.
DevilJin - October 12, 2018, 11:42 am

(10-10-2018 5:58 AM)GoergeFocky Wrote: &nbsp;At the shop they carry XSR115 with descripton:
"A bit like Molecule C...".
That Research molecule policy with conflicting names, info, codes and so forth really sucks
As these two are unreleased molecules, maybe they found them to be closer in effects to TAC
having only got their hands on them after releasing XSR115 on the store? Also maybe XSR115
shares the calming qualities of TAC but not necessarily in a sexual setting?
arrhenius - December 16, 2018, 11:41 pm

Any idea on the release date? i've been returning to this thread for updates since you posted. Not
seeing anything on pxs either.
harry.h.lee - February 11, 2019, 3:53 am

I still have tac in my stash, but I find 30mcg of what tac does you can easily find it in xs evolve.
Unless u want special trim of ur mone combination, I would use just a drop of evolve.
I'm confused if tac or taf was the one that overtime it makes me feel my teeth are loose.
Anyway, I used to have vivid dreams and explosive orgasms on womens side with tac. Evolve
seems better in most ways.
GoergeFocky - February 12, 2019, 2:05 pm

These are reports from user Ildergreier at PXS-forum:
Well, I have a 25mcg 10ml bottle with XSR76 and got curious, I sprayed 2 sprays of it, one at
cleavage and one split between wrists. It seems like all the blood I have is running down to my groin
area. If I touch myself now I guess I would just come all over my Macbook Pro, and I can't really
afford a new one right now....
Anyway, it is five hours since I sprayed myself with xs193 and I have the same fantasy of a
threesome with Billy Idol, me and Tim Duncan as I had Friday night. I have the worst taste in men, it
is almost embarrassing.

One spray (25mcg) of XSR76.
Tuesday evening repeating itself. The weekend came fast and I sprayed one spray of XSR76 and
picked my dolphin (a battery driven vibrator) and went to work while Billy Idol was screaming in my
ears (flesh for fantasy). Now this was a nice start on the weekend. Happy testing to all my fellow
fonts on Discoverxs.

SteveO has also posted that he will release a bunch of new XSR-molecules, but neither XSR76 or
76 were among the list.
arrhenius - February 17, 2019, 2:57 am

so bummed they weren't on the list
GoergeFocky - February 17, 2019, 9:36 am

(02-16-2019 9:57 PM)arrhenius Wrote: &nbsp;so bummed they weren't on the list
Yes. That's PXS all over. Why not have interested users at least confirm that these molecules have
TAC-like properties by letting them try?
Goes for the many other research molecules they offer as well. It's great that they offer such a huge
range of molecules, but who is there to test them? The PXS-Forum community is small in
comparison to this place and, with all due respect, mostly made up of phero-noobs.
MisterY - February 17, 2019, 5:54 pm

They're using the mysteriousness of "research molecules" along with curiosity by new buyers to sell
these products. And it also gives PXS plausible deniability. When a molecule is tested and some
members report certain effects, PXS can claim "Users have reported that this molecule is like..." But
when someone buys that molecule and does not get the same effects, PXS can say, "We never said
it was like that. We said that some users reported that." And it keeps people guessing.
Bloodburn - February 18, 2019, 4:28 pm

(02-17-2019 12:54 PM)MisterY Wrote: &nbsp;They're using the mysteriousness of "research
molecules" along with curiosity by new buyers to sell these products. And it also gives PXS plausible
deniability. When a molecule is tested and some members report certain effects, PXS can claim
"Users have reported that this molecule is like..." But when someone buys that molecule and does
not get the same effects, PXS can say, "We never said it was like that. We said that some users
reported that." And it keeps people guessing.
You do know they send out research molecules and new beta mixes to veteran members, both their
forum and this one to test, right? Even those that don't post regularly anymore got them but never
come back to write their reports. I'm pretty sure they report back their findings to SteveO directly.
MisterY - February 18, 2019, 4:58 pm

(02-18-2019 11:28 AM)Bloodburn Wrote: &nbsp;You do know they send out research molecules
and new beta mixes to veteran members, both their forum and this one to test, right? Even those
that don't post regularly anymore got them but never come back to write their reports. I'm pretty sure
they report back their findings to SteveO directly.
Yes. And your point is?
The fact is PheromoneXS still sells these research molecules to the public with vague descriptions
under code names. Instead of coming out in the open saying what these research molecules
actually are and sharing exactly every report. The people that test these molecules, as you say,
report back to Steve. But how many of them report all of their findings for everyone to see?
I'm just saying there's a lack of transparency, and it's for a specific purpose. It's a business decision
to keep most of the public in the dark while hyping up certain products.
jb20 - February 18, 2019, 10:03 pm

(02-18-2019 11:58 AM)MisterY Wrote: &nbsp;Yes. And your point is?
The fact is PheromoneXS still sells these research molecules to the public with vague descriptions
under code names. Instead of coming out in the open saying what these research molecules
actually are and sharing exactly every report. The people that test these molecules, as you say,

report back to Steve. But how many of them report all of their findings for everyone to see?
I'm just saying there's a lack of transparency, and it's for a specific purpose. It's a business decision
to keep most of the public in the dark while hyping up certain products.
People won't disclose names so they can get a competitive advantage and prevent them from
getting banned maybe?
Bloodburn - February 19, 2019, 11:05 am

(02-18-2019 11:58 AM)MisterY Wrote: &nbsp;Yes. And your point is?
The fact is PheromoneXS still sells these research molecules to the public with vague descriptions
under code names. Instead of coming out in the open saying what these research molecules
actually are and sharing exactly every report. The people that test these molecules, as you say,
report back to Steve. But how many of them report all of their findings for everyone to see?
I'm just saying there's a lack of transparency, and it's for a specific purpose. It's a business decision
to keep most of the public in the dark while hyping up certain products.
Well, I guess SteveO wants his research molecules as part of the secret molecules used in his
products which I understand from business point of view. He only released some research
molecules that may have been thoroughly tested such as XSR132.
I don't think he hypes his products that much. The only hype is from the forum members who have
tested his products. For instance, his latest creation, XS193 blend, 50 bottles or around that were
given away for free as well as sent to veteran members to test. The only hype I see are the reports
from members.
And I see XSR research molecules are given away all the time to anyone who place an order. All
you need is just ask for some research molecule sample that is not available for sale and if you
could help test it.
The only thing that bugs me is there's no description of what each research molecule can do so I
don't buy any of them.
arrhenius - February 25, 2019, 2:34 am

I actually asked to try XSR 76 or 77 in my last order and got a sample pack of ACE instead.
GoergeFocky - February 28, 2019, 7:49 pm

Lots of new PXS-molecules released now, with some short descriptions.
arrhenius - March 1, 2019, 12:08 am

(02-28-2019 2:49 PM)GoergeFocky Wrote: &nbsp;Lots of new PXS-molecules released now, with
some short descriptions.
From SteveO himself: XSR 76 is the same thing as XSP 115, and XSR 77 is the same thing as
XSP 119. Both XSP 115 and 119 were already in the store, which is why he didnt add XSR 76 and
77 to the list of new releases. Guess he didnt want to create duplicates across the research
molecules and the putatives.
Funny thing is i bought XSP 115 in my order from this past week not knowing it was the exact
replacement for XSR 76.. lol lucky me
GoergeFocky - March 1, 2019, 9:09 am

so XSP115 was 76 - the one with quite a few "lubricating"-reports behind it. Will be nice to try that
out.

The description of xsp119 is:
"A strong sense of familiarity and closeness. A clean calming feel to it that helps with anxiety.
Intimate."

Probabyl more in line with romantic/fallout-orientated goals.
Jay2019 - March 5, 2019, 11:52 pm

(03-01-2019 4:09 AM)GoergeFocky Wrote: &nbsp;so XSP115 was 76 - the one with quite a few
"lubricating"-reports behind it. Will be nice to try that out.
The description of xsp119 is:
"A strong sense of familiarity and closeness. A clean calming feel to it that helps with anxiety.
Intimate."

Probabyl more in line with romantic/fallout-orientated goals.
Can't find any report about xsp115... Do you have a link? Just curious
LastDragon - March 6, 2019, 12:13 am

(03-05-2019 6:52 PM)Jay2019 Wrote: &nbsp;Can't find any report about xsp115... Do you have a
link? Just curious
Post #19 in this thread:
(02-28-2019 7:08 PM)arrhenius Wrote: &nbsp;From SteveO himself: XSR 76 is the same thing as
XSP 115, and XSR 77 is the same thing as XSP 119. Both XSP 115 and 119 were already in the
store, which is why he didnt add XSR 76 and 77 to the list of new releases. Guess he didnt want to
create duplicates across the research molecules and the putatives.
Funny thing is i bought XSP 115 in my order from this past week not knowing it was the exact
replacement for XSR 76.. lol lucky me
Read, man.
Jay2019 - March 6, 2019, 12:23 am

(03-05-2019 7:13 PM)LastDragon Wrote: &nbsp;Post #19 in this thread:
(02-28-2019 7:08 PM)arrhenius Wrote: &nbsp;From SteveO himself: XSR 76 is the same thing as
XSP 115, and XSR 77 is the same thing as XSP 119. Both XSP 115 and 119 were already in the
store, which is why he didnt add XSR 76 and 77 to the list of new releases. Guess he didnt want to
create duplicates across the research molecules and the putatives.
Funny thing is i bought XSP 115 in my order from this past week not knowing it was the exact
replacement for XSR 76.. lol lucky me
Read, man.
Thank you very much!
I mean this here:
Quote:so XSP115 was 76 - the one with quite a few "lubricating"-reports behind it
This 'lubricating' report. I understand that you cannot read my mind... Sorry for that.
LastDragon - March 6, 2019, 1:23 am

Jay, did you see posts 3, 5 and 9 as well?
Post #3
(09-30-2018 3:56 PM)DevilJin Wrote: &nbsp;Test 1
Dosage: 4 drops of AV, 4 drops of BW and 25mcg of XSR 77, spiked with around 2mcg of P83.
My thinking behind using the AV and BW is the high none content, that seems to always work on
my gf, sheâ€™s mid twenties. P83 there to help her let go even easier. Sheâ€™s a squirter so this
stops her holding back.
Location: bed room
Result: She orgasmed even easier than she has on TAC and just as often and long lasting as TAC.
So after the first test, the signs are good. Will be running it weekly over a very long period and will
continue updating here.
Have never used New Pheromone Additive before, so hoping to order that soon and to use that
with XSR 76 either next week or the week after.
Post #5
(10-12-2018 6:39 AM)DevilJin Wrote: &nbsp;Test 2
Dosage: 4 drops of AV, 4 drops of BW and 25 mcg of XSR 76, spiked with around 2mcg of P83.
Wanted to keep everything else the same apart from just changing XSR 76 instead of 77
Location: bed room
Result: Results even better than with XSR 77. Donâ€™t think shes ever squirted as much as she
did this time.
This stuff may not exactly be TAC but itâ€™s having effects just as good, if not better.
Next week I will be replacing the AV and BW with New Pheromone Additive two drops.
Once Androtics Labs launches, I might pick up a bottle of TAC from them to do a direct comparison.
The current one I have from them is only in 2.5mcg per spray and itâ€™s pretty much all gone.
Post #9
(02-12-2019 9:05 AM)GoergeFocky Wrote: &nbsp;These are reports from user Ildergreier at
PXS-forum:
Well, I have a 25mcg 10ml bottle with XSR76 and got curious, I sprayed 2 sprays of it, one at
cleavage and one split between wrists. It seems like all the blood I have is running down to my groin
area. If I touch myself now I guess I would just come all over my Macbook Pro, and I can't really
afford a new one right now....
Anyway, it is five hours since I sprayed myself with xs193 and I have the same fantasy of a
threesome with Billy Idol, me and Tim Duncan as I had Friday night. I have the worst taste in men, it
is almost embarrassing.

One spray (25mcg) of XSR76.
Tuesday evening repeating itself. The weekend came fast and I sprayed one spray of XSR76 and
picked my dolphin (a battery driven vibrator) and went to work while Billy Idol was screaming in my

ears (flesh for fantasy). Now this was a nice start on the weekend. Happy testing to all my fellow
fonts on Discoverxs.

SteveO has also posted that he will release a bunch of new XSR-molecules, but neither XSR76 or
76 were among the list.
So according to DevilJin so far:
XSR76 (XSP115) > XSR 77 (XSP119) > TAC
Jay2019 - March 6, 2019, 1:28 am

Yes, I read it. I read all of them.
I thought there were additional reports outside this thread.
Sorry for asking.
Will not happen again, LastDragon.
LastDragon - March 6, 2019, 1:40 am

No worries. Have you seen the reviews by PrettyRickyBoi on DXS?
"Received XSP115 with a recent order.
I'm talking with someone now..and well more.
First time XSP115 @ 1 Spray.
XSP115 seems to have greatly enhanced our sexual experience.
I started with only a massage and it seemed this product whatever it aims to be enhanced touch
and orgasms in my partner.
My partner orgasmed more than 6 times and stated that she never had before.
Second time XSP115 @ 2 Sprays
My partner orgasmed multiple times but I also orgasmed quicker."

"OH, update on XSP115
Tried 3 sprays last night.
Started with massage again, only 4 orgasms. We started about 1hr and 30minutes after application.
I'm assuming these without diffusion tech only are effective for 2-3 hours.
I know this should be about quality over quantity but at this point I'm just poking a dead body with a
stick.
*Kanye shrug*"

"XSP115 3-1/2 sprays
lol. I'm addicted to this stuff.
I was only meaning to do 3 sprays but ofcourse I got one of those baby sprays.
Set the record last night with 8 O's

I'm not even joking guys, this stuff is great. 5 orally and 3 with penetration after-words.
She said her legs were weak.
And they certainly were.
Oh and then the alarm clock fell on her head..sorry it was kinda funny.
An ouch with a laugh.
I was aware that I would ejaculate quicker with high doses of this stuff so I compensated.Â
I need you guys to get this stuff and test it out."
Jay2019 - March 6, 2019, 2:32 am

Thank you.
I read that thread. Interesting for sure.
These experiences are made when they are already in the bedroom. I am curious what will happen
if you apply XSP115 and just met the girl.
I try to get out of the FZ. I use XS193 and Connection. But if adding XSP115 would make her
slippery in my company That would be a WOW effect
Then she would have some days to think about it before we meet again.
But I am hesitant to add it right now... You see what I am saying
arrhenius - March 8, 2019, 1:29 am

(03-05-2019 9:32 PM)Jay2019 Wrote: &nbsp;Thank you.
I read that thread. Interesting for sure.
These experiences are made when they are already in the bedroom. I am curious what will happen
if you apply XSP115 and just met the girl.
I've wondered the same thing, would wearing a great lay mix act as a magnet for DTF girls in a
club? Only one way to know for sure.
Jay2019 - March 12, 2019, 4:11 pm

Last Sunday as I met her, I applied 3 sprays 193 and 3 sprays Connection.
Since she tries always not to reveal too much, I cannot really say whether it worked on her. Funny
sidenote, I got at the end very talkative... on an emotional level. But I have expressed my feelings
before that meeting to her, so I don't know whether Connection hit on me.
Anyways, since I couldn't find any information how or whether at all XSP115 works also if you are
not in an intimate setting with the girl (former reports states always that they were already in the
bedroom), I just ordered XSP115.
I mean, I am very curious to figure out whether XSP115 has an impact on a girl if you 'walk by' at
starbucks or so. Or if it only works on a girl if you have already established a level of intimacy.
on people you know, or also on people who are random strangers.
I have a very good friend for decades. She told me years ago, that once one random guy had this
impact on her. She worked as a server, walked by that guy and got wet pretty immediately ... she
didn't even saw his face the first time. This guy showed up several time to eat there and she got
every time when she was near him wet. I mean wet. This guy was not even her type, you know. She
even went to the bathroom to 'relieve' herself.
Pheromones are crazy. So, if XSP115 leads in this direction - at least a bit, I think it could be a
good dooropener (not what you think) to a girl.

I am just curios, whether XSP115 works when specific preconditions between you and the target
are met...
I hope you guys understand what I mean.
Maybe someone has already an outside bedroom experience with XSP115?

-Jay
grape1 - March 22, 2019, 11:45 am

(03-12-2019 11:11 AM)Jay2019 Wrote: &nbsp;Last Sunday as I met her, I applied 3 sprays 193
and 3 sprays Connection.
Since she tries always not to reveal too much, I cannot really say whether it worked on her. Funny
sidenote, I got at the end very talkative... on an emotional level. But I have expressed my feelings
before that meeting to her, so I don't know whether Connection hit on me.
Anyways, since I couldn't find any information how or whether at all XSP115 works also if you are
not in an intimate setting with the girl (former reports states always that they were already in the
bedroom), I just ordered XSP115.
I mean, I am very curious to figure out whether XSP115 has an impact on a girl if you 'walk by' at
starbucks or so. Or if it only works on a girl if you have already established a level of intimacy.
on people you know, or also on people who are random strangers.
I have a very good friend for decades. She told me years ago, that once one random guy had this
impact on her. She worked as a server, walked by that guy and got wet pretty immediately ... she
didn't even saw his face the first time. This guy showed up several time to eat there and she got
every time when she was near him wet. I mean wet. This guy was not even her type, you know. She
even went to the bathroom to 'relieve' herself.
Pheromones are crazy. So, if XSP115 leads in this direction - at least a bit, I think it could be a
good dooropener (not what you think) to a girl.
I am just curios, whether XSP115 works when specific preconditions between you and the target
are met...
I hope you guys understand what I mean.
Maybe someone has already an outside bedroom experience with XSP115?

-Jay

Yesterday at 8 p.m. I was waiting for my girlfriend in the bar, I was wearing 2 drops of A314rev32
and 2 sprays of THU (from the morning, I wasn't washed out). Before I entered the bar 2 sprays of
XSP115. There were no hits from other people, even from the new 7/10 waitress. My GF appeared
at 8:30 happy and cheerful, after two drinks she became upset and pissed at me, another two and
we went home a little quarrelling all the way. At home she started to be very nice and we ended up
in bed. I didn't notice anything spectacular, she was smelling my neck all the time, later she said she
had mind blowing orgasm but nothing like bed soaking orgasm. I noticed she took the first pill from
her new cycle. She`s caucasian, almost 40`s.
Jay2019 - March 25, 2019, 11:40 pm

That sounds really interesting for sure. If you have the chance to go to the bar, try 3 sprays.

If then also nothing really happens from the people around, I would guess XS115 works on people
you already know in an more intimate way.
I hope I have the chance this week also to test it out in a bar.
arrhenius - March 26, 2019, 2:27 am

(03-22-2019 6:45 AM)grape1 Wrote: &nbsp;Yesterday at 8 p.m. I was waiting for my girlfriend in the
bar, I was wearing 2 drops of A314rev32 and 2 sprays of THU (from the morning, I wasn't washed
out). Before I entered the bar 2 sprays of XSP115.
(03-25-2019 6:40 PM)Jay2019 Wrote: &nbsp;That sounds really interesting for sure. If you have
the chance to go to the bar, try 3 sprays.
If then also nothing really happens from the people around, I would guess XS115 works on people
you already know in an more intimate way.
Not fair to draw conclusions about xsp115 from this, you're wearing 3 separate products, meaning
you're wearing a combo and determining if its a good combo (really a new mix altogether), not if one
of your products is a good product.
To draw conclusions, test out XSP115 solo with her at 1, 2, and 3 sprays, do a write up if you like,
then add other stuff.
MMM - March 26, 2019, 2:49 am

(03-25-2019 9:27 PM)arrhenius Wrote: &nbsp; (03-25-2019 6:40 PM)Jay2019 Wrote: &nbsp;That
sounds really interesting for sure. If you have the chance to go to the bar, try 3 sprays.
If then also nothing really happens from the people around, I would guess XS115 works on people
you already know in an more intimate way.
Not fair to draw conclusions about xsp115 from this, you're wearing 3 separate products, meaning
you're wearing a combo and determining if its a good combo (really a new mix altogether), not if one
of your products is a good product.
To draw conclusions, test out XSP115 solo with her at 1, 2, and 3 sprays, do a write up if you like,
then add other stuff.
+1
Jay2019 - April 2, 2019, 9:29 pm

(03-25-2019 9:27 PM)arrhenius Wrote: &nbsp; (03-25-2019 6:40 PM)Jay2019 Wrote: &nbsp;That
sounds really interesting for sure. If you have the chance to go to the bar, try 3 sprays.
If then also nothing really happens from the people around, I would guess XS115 works on people
you already know in an more intimate way.
Not fair to draw conclusions about xsp115 from this, you're wearing 3 separate products, meaning
you're wearing a combo and determining if its a good combo (really a new mix altogether), not if one
of your products is a good product.
To draw conclusions, test out XSP115 solo with her at 1, 2, and 3 sprays, do a write up if you like,
then add other stuff.
Yes, you are right. I haven't seen anyone testing it alone, what would be more accurate.
We have to be honest... the positive reports like in #3 have also been applied as combo.
Actually, we don't know anything for sure....
Merovingian - April 3, 2019, 4:09 pm

I'm glad I found this thread. XSP115 is sold out right now on PheromoneXS, does anyone have any
idea when it'll be back in stock?
Jay2019 - April 3, 2019, 8:05 pm

Unfortunately not. But you can call them or email them. I think it depends also on the fact how many
are right now interested in ordering XSP115.
Merovingian - April 3, 2019, 9:33 pm

I might do that. Makes sense so many people would be interested in it. I'll definitely be keeping an
eye out for it.
Jay2019 - April 3, 2019, 10:29 pm

Please keep us posted.
Merovingian - April 5, 2019, 5:37 pm

It looks like XSP119 is in stock right now. Might be worth a try even if it's not as good as XSP115.
Unfortunately, there's not many reviews on it due to it being so new. It's description says "A strong
sense of familiarity and closeness. A clean calming feel to it that helps with anxiety. Intimate".
Sounds like it could be good for a fallout stack I'm building. Maybe I should be the guinea pig here
and test it while I'm waiting for XSP115 to come back in stock.
Jay2019 - April 9, 2019, 1:06 am

I do some photo classes. Recently we had some workshops. We were between 2-4 guys and 5-8
ladies.
I thought that would be a good test since the workshops are pretty easy going and like a nice get
together. Age range of the ladies was mid twenty to mid thirties.
I applied an hour before each workshop 4 sprays of XSP115. There was no positive or negative
response from the ladies. The workshops lasted between 3 and 5 hours. I didn't wear any cover
fragrances nor any other Pheromones. Only the XSP115.
I was just curious whether XSP115 has an impact no matter what situation or environment. The
positive reports so far were when the lady was already interested and in the bedroom. And XSP115
was used in a combo.
I try to figure out whether the XSP115 works in specific locations, alone or in combo so to say as
catalyst.
I hope that someone else tries XSP115 alone and can report.
Merovingian - April 9, 2019, 4:16 pm

I think most of the putatives are meant to be part of a combo. That being said it's not wrong to solo
test to get a feel for it. I'm solo testing XSP86 right now and I can only notice some self effects.
When I finally get my hands on a bottle of XSP115 I'll definitely be solo testing it first.
grape1 - April 15, 2019, 8:53 am

yesterday evening I wore two sprays of xsp115, target my girlfriend, 40yo, Caucasian, exposure
time 1.5 hours,
we watched the movie in a bed, then despite my escalation, touching, massaging nothing
happened, she was tired and even as I started jerking off she told me to end up alone. Usually in
such a situations she joins in or at least gives me a bj.
It seems that the batch i have is dud or xsp115 must be used in the combo

Merovingian - April 16, 2019, 7:50 pm

It's probably not a dud. I would try it with Androstenone and XSP83 first before making any
judgments. All you really figure out from a solo test is whether or not it works solo.
Hombre - April 16, 2019, 9:04 pm

(04-16-2019 2:50 PM)Merovingian Wrote: &nbsp;It's probably not a dud. I would try it with
Androstenone and XSP83 first before making any judgments. All you really figure out from a solo
test is whether or not it works solo.
not even that.
all he figured out that that ONE time it didnt work like he wanted.
from what i understand, xsr 76 is a relaxant.
that means that if the girl is tired or not so horny, it will not just be ineffective, it would probably
effect her to not have sex with you! lol
Merovingian - April 16, 2019, 11:40 pm

Quote:not even that.
all he figured out that that ONE time it didnt work like he wanted.
from what i understand, xsr 76 is a relaxant.
Good point. Definitely need to try something more than once to figure out if it works or not.
grape1 - April 17, 2019, 9:20 am

(04-16-2019 6:40 PM)Merovingian Wrote: &nbsp;Good point. Definitely need to try something more
than once to figure out if it works or not.
of course I`ll try ;)
Prettyrickyboi - November 7, 2019, 3:41 pm

Hello Pherotruth,
I did alittle search for XSP115 just to see if anywhere else anyone has found alternatives to what
I've already discovered and low and behold I find this forum with much of the information that I've
provided to the DiscoverXS forum.
As obvious as it may seem I am "Prettyrickboi" whose experience was used in the prior post.
XSP115 (XSR76) is still not in stock at PXS and I know why.
The cost of the molecule has skyrocketed.
I'm going to start a poll on PXS as I am decently respected enough on the forum but I'll need a lot of
support to get the attention to the product so we can get it restocked..even if it cost a buttload.
I did extensive testing of this Molecule and it certainly seems to be BETTER than TAC if it isn't
TAC..
XSP119 seems to have more effect on calming the mind while XSP115 calms the pelvic region.
This effect is invaluable!
Once I know I have the support I'll start the poll.
One idea I had was to get an analog of the molecule supplied by a different supplier..Business is
supply and demand.
SteveO isn't going to purchase this now extremely expensive molecule if its not worth it.
Oh and btw *bump* lol
MMM - November 7, 2019, 3:49 pm

(11-07-2019 10:41 AM)Prettyrickyboi Wrote: &nbsp;XSP115 (XSR76) is still not in stock at PXS and

I know why.
The cost of the molecule has skyrocketed.
I'd love to know where you got that info. I just posted something on that yesterday, as to why they
have not come out and tell the forum why it's no longer available, or if it's coming back. From the
words on a female poster there, it rocks! And it rocks hard!!!
(11-07-2019 10:41 AM)Prettyrickyboi Wrote: &nbsp;SteveO isn't going to purchase this now
extremely expensive molecule if its not worth it.
Oh and btw *bump* lol
That sounds kind of fishy with all the request for it going on over there. He could always figure out
the cost FIRST, and then ask if we'd be interested.
Anyway, I'm gamed just because that one female review!
Prettyrickyboi - November 7, 2019, 5:29 pm

(11-07-2019 10:49 AM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;I'd love to know where you got that info. I just posted
something on that yesterday, as to why they have not come out and tell the forum why it's no longer
available, or if it's coming back. From the words on a female poster there, it rocks! And it rocks
hard!!!
(11-07-2019 10:41 AM)Prettyrickyboi Wrote: &nbsp;SteveO isn't going to purchase this now
extremely expensive molecule if its not worth it.
Oh and btw *bump* lol That sounds kind of fishy with all the request for it going on over there. He
could always figure out the cost FIRST, and then ask if we'd be interested.
Anyway, I'm gamed just because that one female review!
I think I saw your post and replied to it.
Yes I got the info from steveo in regards to the price skyrocketing.
And im not talking about a simple price increase.
I'm talking like 10000% increase....
MMM - November 7, 2019, 6:46 pm

(11-07-2019 12:29 PM)Prettyrickyboi Wrote: &nbsp;That sounds kind of fishy with all the request for
it going on over there. He could always figure out the cost FIRST, and then ask if we'd be interested.
Anyway, I'm gamed just because that one female review!
I think I saw your post and replied to it.
Yes I got the info from steveo in regards to the price skyrocketing.
And im not talking about a simple price increase.
I'm talking like 10000% increase....
[/quote]
Whoaaah! That's a serious increase right there!
Prettyrickyboi - November 7, 2019, 7:38 pm

(11-07-2019 1:46 PM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;I think I saw your post and replied to it.
Yes I got the info from steveo in regards to the price skyrocketing.
And im not talking about a simple price increase.
I'm talking like 10000% increase....
Whoaaah! That's a serious increase right there!
[/quote]

Yes..And there you have the dilemma
Prettyrickyboi - November 7, 2019, 7:42 pm

But if we could get an analog of the molecule, not to insult your intelligence..but for example: adding
a branch to the molecule that doesn't change what it does...but changes what it seems to
be...another oxygen molecule to make it di-oxy..etc.
In some countries chemist will do this to get around drug laws that ban certain molecules.
and then again some countries ban all analogs of a certain drug.

If they present an analog to another company maybe it can be procured for a lower price again.
Nonetheless who knows..they may get a better price from one company simply because they order
a ton from them...
MMM - November 7, 2019, 8:20 pm

(11-07-2019 2:42 PM)Prettyrickyboi Wrote: &nbsp;But if we could get an analog of the molecule,
not to insult your intelligence..but for example: adding a branch to the molecule that doesn't change
what it does...but changes what it seems to be...another oxygen molecule to make it di-oxy..etc.
In some countries chemist will do this to get around drug laws that ban certain molecules.
and then again some countries ban all analogs of a certain drug.

If they present an analog to another company maybe it can be procured for a lower price again.
Nonetheless who knows..they may get a better price from one company simply because they order
a ton from them...
As the world turns ...
nephil - November 15, 2019, 3:28 pm

(11-07-2019 10:41 AM)Prettyrickyboi Wrote: &nbsp;Once I know I have the support I'll start the poll.
One idea I had was to get an analog of the molecule supplied by a different supplier..Business is
supply and demand.
SteveO isn't going to purchase this now extremely expensive molecule if its not worth it.
Oh and btw *bump* lol
Sure I'll support the poll 100%
MMM - November 15, 2019, 4:44 pm

From XSteveO himself in reference to the return of XSP115:
"11-12-2019, 09:50 AM
I've been speaking with the scientist about this. I have another call today with them. Hopefully we
can get some kind of resolution"
As of today, 11-15-2019, nothing shared.

